Fall 2014
TITLE: EC 2888r Workshop in Economics of Science and Engineering
TIME: Fridays from 12pm-1:30pm
LOCATION: Baker Library 102 (aka Bloomberg Center), Harvard Business School (unless otherwise noted)
Joint with: HBS, SBBI Science-Based Business Initiative
Web site: http://isites.harvard.edu/icb/icb.do?keyword=k106493&pageid=icb.page693902
Contact name: Jennifer Amadeo-Holl / Contact e-mail: jennifer@nber.org / Contact phone: 617-588-0303

Sept 26:
SPEAKER: Michael Teitelbaum (Senior Research Associate, Labor and Worklife Program at the Harvard Law School, and Senior Advisor, Sloan Foundation)
TITLE: Falling Behind? - Boom, Bust, and the Global Race for Scientific Talent

Oct 3:
SPEAKER: Susan Feng Lu (Simon Business School, University of Rochester, NY) (paper joint with Ginger Jin, Benjamin Jones, and Brian Uzzi)
TITLE: “The Reverse Matthew Effect: Catastrophe and Consequence in Scientific Teams”

Oct 10:
SPEAKER: Sen Chai, Post-Doc Labor & Worklife Program at the Harvard Law School, and NBER
SEMINAR TITLE: "Moving Beyond Bibliometrics: Understanding Breakthrough Emergence through Missed Opportunities"

Oct 17:
SPEAKER: Ben Rissing (Dept of Sociology, Brown University)
TITLE: “House of Green Cards: Statistical or Preference-based Inequality in the Employment of Foreign Nationals”

Oct 24: No Seminar

Oct 31:
SPEAKER: Sifan Zhou (SUNY Albany, and LWP at The Harvard Law School)
TITLE: “Where Do Firms Open R&D Labs in the U.S.?“

Nov 7: no seminar

Nov 14:
SPEAKER: Galit Eizman (Harvard University, Dept of Economics)
TITLE: “Rethink, Revise, Research: Encouraging Critical and Scientific Thinking”

Nov 21:
SPEAKER: Gabriel Chan (PhD Candidate in Public Policy, Harvard Kennedy School)

Nov 28: No Seminar, Thanksgiving

Dec 5:
SPEAKER: William R. Kerr (Harvard Business School)
TITLE: “Agglomeration and Innovation“ (paper joint with Gerald Carlino)

Dec 12: No seminar

Dec 19: No seminar